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M.Phil Priyanka Chakravarty at the Department of Political Science will defend her dissertation 

for the degree of Ph.D: Politics of Rights and Public Service Delivery: Examining Right to 

Public Services Legislations in India. 

The first Right to Public Services legislation was passed in India by the state of Madhya Pradesh 

in the year 2010. By the year 2014, 20 states in India had enacted similar laws. These laws were 

enacted suo moto by the states, in the absence of any perceptible demand from citizens or civil 

society. RTPS laws guarantee the delivery of certain services to citizens within stipulated time 

periods. They also provide for grievance redressal and imposition of fines on errant government 

officials in case of delay in delivery or denial of services.  

This thesis examines how RTPS laws and their implementation are shaping quotidian state-

citizen interactions. Based on fieldwork in the Indian states of Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan, 

this thesis delves into an uncharted and under researched empirical puzzle. It argues that the 

model of public service delivery implemented through RTPS laws intends to increase distance 

between the state and citizens. RTPS laws were legislated to provide legitimacy to this model of 



public service delivery, capitalising on the legitimacy associated with their policy paradigm, 

rights based legislations.  

This thesis provides a case study of mechanisms deployed by a state with weak implementation 

capabilities to address as well as evade governance challenges, in order to gain legitimacy, often 

in contrast to quotidian realities. It elucidates connections between global discourses and their 

grassroots implications, and between verbose laws and policies and lived experiences of citizens.   


